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Carbonate tufa sheets draping plutonic basement in the basal Windsor Group 
at St. Anns Bay (Englishtown), Cape Breton 
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Limestones of the basal Windsor Group occur along the 
shore of St. Anns Bay, 5 km north of Englishtown. The lime
stones drape underlying plutonic basement that has rugged 
relief. Feldspathic sandstone floors some depressions and 
contains spheroids of partially decomposed diorite. Attitudes 
of the base of the sheet closely follow the rugged relief and 
vary from horizontal to overturned, with some narrow but 
deep synclines. The carbonate is up to 3 m in thickness and 
has two main units. The basal unit consists of laminated 
crystalline calcite with scattered fine grained peloids, and 
intercalated brachiopod coquina. Structures vary from flat-beds 
to asymmetric lobes. The upper layer is a marly peloidal 
laminite similar to earthy facies of the Macumber Forma
tion. 

Attitudes appear to be depositional. Lobes in the basal 
limestone layer resemble laterally linked, cyanobacterial stro
matolites. They are not stromatolites because: (1) deposi
tional dips vary from horizontal to overturned; (2) these dips 
decrease upward to horizontal; (3) axes oflobes strike down-dip; 
(4) the lobes sag downward from a drawn-out neck; and (5) 

the texture is crystalline, not detrital, and the calcite crys
tals in places are perpendicular to the laminae. The sheet 
resembles flowstone; however, intervening brachiopod co
quinas indicate subaqueous precipitation in marine water. 
The upper limestone unit is typical Macumber, a deep-water 
precipitate. 

The carbonate sheet is analogous to those in mounds 
within Great Basin saline lakes, as at Pyramid Lake, Ne
vada. There, hot springs feed and concentrate bacteria that 
precipitate calcite tufa as vertical to overhanging towers up 
to 100 m high. The textural varieties oftufa includer a bul
bous, laminated crystalline crust, with downward-sagging 
lobes. All textures and structure are duplicated in basal Windsor 
mounds. 

We conclude that the basal Windsor limestone at 
Englishtown is the result of bacterial precipitation over a 
plutonic basement. We thank Drs. Sandra Barr, Peter Giles, 
and Ms. Lynn Baechler for instigation. An Imperial Oil Limited 
University Research Grant and the Royal Ontario Museum 
Foundation funded this research. 
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